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Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine truck reviews. As far as the eye
can see, there's nothing friendly about South Dakota's Badlands. The size of an ocean, it
stretches across the horizon. There is only rock that God Himself sculpted into canyons with
mazes and lots of ways in but seemingly no way out. Legend has it that even the tough Native
Americans of the region stayed out of this place. But today, if you're a guy toting fat salami or a
girl with big twins, The Badlands are the place you head every August. In its 66th year, the event
draws , people to the western side of South Dakota. This increases the state's population by 75
percent and literally transforms towns like Sturgis, Spearfish, and Deadwood into temporary
HOG heaven or hell, depending on your point of view. For non-bikers, HOG stands for Harley
Owners Group, fat salamis are exhaust pipes, and big twins are large-displacement V-twin
engines. Town main streets are lined with bikes, bikers, and babes. Campgrounds and hotels
are filled, and locals even rent out space in their front yards for bikers to pitch tents.
Commercial commerce followed the two-wheeled crowd to the rally, so anything related to the
biker lifestyle is available for purchase. Plunk down your cash for everything from temporary
tattoos to custom bikes and tricked-out semi-trucks with enclosed bike haulers. It was this
environment that Ford chose to introduce its latest edition wearing the Harley-Davidson shield.
Unlike so much of what happens in Sturgis every August, this new '07 Ford relies on tasteful
custom touches to make the scene. The truck stands tall on forged and polished inch rims-the
first production use of wheels so large on a pickup. Weighty cast HD shields appear on the
tailgate and on the front quarters. A unique grille, blacked-out surfaces within the headlights,
and a black chin spoiler give the truck a decidedly menacing look from the front. Slash-cut
chrome exhaust pipes finish off the exterior transformation. Inside, custom touches include an
instrument cluster that has the look of machined steel. Designers placed a chrome outline of the
shield on the seatbacks. Ebony trim, glints of chrome, and surfaces textured with the shield
graphic significantly alter the appearance of the otherwise stock F interior. It's rich. It's slick. It's
totally custom. As a finishing touch, you'll find a classy VIN plate on the lower edge of the
center stack. The suspension is tightened up, as well, with firmer shock valving. Our ride for
Sturgis-what the bikers call the event-was a two-wheel-drive model in Dark Amethyst, the color
of a ripe and polished eggplant. It stood out from the stark browns of the Badlands, almost as
much as the pretend-bikers walking the streets of Sturgis, trying to look like they belonged.
Everywhere the truck stopped, it drew the kind of stares that the coolest custom bikes
got-nothing but respect. One of the reasons people do the rally is because of the variety of
roads and the unbelievable scenery that are all within an easy day's ride. Head north to arid
high plains. The Black Hills, south of Sturgis, is densely forested. All around Mt. Rushmore are
roads so curvy you have to look out your side window to seewhere you're going. Some tunnels
cut through the hills are barely one lane wide, and their walls are striped with the colors of
mirrors that sacri- ficed their exterior finish, acting as an expensive curb feeler. The new Ford
handled everything, including the washboard gravel roads that took us along the Northern rim
of the Badlands about an hour east of Sturgis. Of special note, the truck's quick rack-and-pinion
steering was appreciated on several occasions, helping to avoid a biker hood ornament. During
the rally, weekend warrior-type bikers ride too long after partying too hard the night before,
which translates into sloppy riding. Aside from the rack-and-pinion steering, the sharp handling
of the huge Pirelli Scorpion tires alsohelped keep the Ford's hood biker-free. Out on the open
road, the truck's new suspension was smooth and never jarring. The added stiffness, however,
did send some shakes and quivers through the body structure when the right kind of bump was
hit. While the F was all-new in , its structure feels like it could be a bit stiffer to keep pace with
the new models from General Motors and the imports. This said, the truck never squeaked or
rattled, and our ride already had several thousand miles on the odometer. Also different on this
model, Ford modified the exhaust. While it doesn't offer any more power, the baritone rumble
sounds much tougher than stock. We had hoped Ford would have made its V-8 exhaust go
potato-potato-potato, but Harley-Davidson probably has a copyright on that sound. Regardless
of where we drove, the 5. With horses, this is biggest and most powerful gasoline V-8 that Ford
offers. But, after our experiences in the Roush Stage 3 F and drives in the no-longer-produced
Lightning, we couldn't help wish for a supercharger and the extra hp that comes with it. Come
to think of it, the lowered suspension from Roush wouldn't hurt this truck, either. To finish off
the custom look, getting rid of the excessive stock wheelwell clearances is just what this truck
needs. Ford realizes that to sell three quarters of a million trucks, it needs to add some sizzle to
help sell the steak. Ford also knows that bikers often own trucks, so this targeted effort makes
sense. The company expects to sell approximately 7, copies of this model, which is also
available in black. It was not until that marketing types thought it was a good idea to team
together on limitededition trucks. Sales of all models since total nearly 50, If you're looking for a
truck to match your Harley-Davidson lifestyle, this is it. If you don't own a hog, the truck is

stylish enough to drive based on its own merits. If you don't have plans for this August, head to
Sturgis. We guarantee you a good time in the Badlands. More Photos View Slideshow. By Rex
Roy. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required.
Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party
partners of Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our
terms of use. This limited-edition vehicle draws inspiration from more than a century of tradition
at Ford and Harley-Davidson to give customers an F with more attitude than any other truck on
the road. The successful collaboration between these two icons of the open road has produced
six F models, as well as Super Duty F and F offerings. The Black Monotone exterior is accented
with a hot-rod inspired custom scalloped stripe running along the beltline. The custom stripe
adds to the overall performance feel of the vehicle, creating a sense of motion and speed. The
new model also features a unique color option, Dark Amethyst, with a complimentary stripe
color. The custom appearance begins with the bold front-end design, featuring a unique chrome
billet grille and blacked-out headlamps. The massive wheels give this ride undeniable attitude.
Between the wheel wells, chrome-accented ground effects help create an integrated appearance
and enhance the truck's powerful stance. The ground effects and the unique lower front
valence, or chin spoiler, help create a lowered look. Heavyweight genuine zinc die-cast badges
on the fenders celebrate the Ford Harley-Davidson alliance. Dark tinted smoked-out tail lamps
and headlamps, a blacked-out bumper and the "Harley-Davidson F" badge distinguish the rear.
Chrome tie-down hooks and a slash-cut, twin-tip chrome exhaust add even more street-rod
appeal. Harley-Davidson heritage resonates throughout this new vehicle. Rugged and supple
black aniline leather seating surfaces create a distinctive, inviting interior. The striking
instrument panel â€” and the overall vehicle interior â€” features a stunning display of chrome,
including unique chrome-ringed instruments, chrome handles, vent rings, floor shifter and door
pulls. Adding to the overall custom feel of the interior is a serialized nickel plate showing the
vehicle's production date and number. Customers said they wanted bigger wheels and
all-wheel-drive capability. Besides boasting inch wheels, this truck includes a performance
sport handling suspension that's tuned to deliver a more precise driving feel. Customers now
also have the choice between 4x2 and all-wheel drive, with the capability to handle more
challenging driving conditions and road surfaces â€” ranging from dry pavement to winter
weather. The new AWD system continuously monitors the wheel speeds and throttle position to
determine the appropriate amount of power to send to the front of the truck to help prevent slip.
Customers also can choose to override AWD by simply selecting the locked mode. It turns out
horsepower at 5, rpm and foot-pound of torque at 3, rpm. Ford Motor Company, a global
automotive industry leader based in Dearborn, Mich. With more than , employees and plants
worldwide, the company's core and affiliated automotive brands include Aston Martin, Ford,
Jaguar, Land Rover, Lincoln, Mazda, Mercury and Volvo. For more information regarding Ford's
products, please visit Harley-Davidson, Inc. Harley-Davidson Motor Company produces
heavyweight street, custom and touring motorcycles and offers a complete line of motorcycle
parts, accessories, apparel and general merchandise. As a subsidiary of Harley-Davidson, Inc.
Harley-Davidson Financial Services, Inc. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the F Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel
drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 30 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes digital
keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer
yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Split-folding rear seatback yes folding center armrest yes. Dimensions Dimensions Front track
Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing
capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related
to the F Suspension Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear
suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes double wishbone front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See F
Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Amethyst Black Clearcoat. Black, leather. See F Inventory. Who's got
it? The Ford GT's mid-mounted V-8 betrays virtually no blower whine, a fact some are grateful
for and others lament as a missed opportunity. The engine in the Shelby GT goes about its
business with a little too much noise, in most of our opinions. The FX2 show truck was far too
indulgent, its wailing Roush blower shrieking as if a demon baby were trapped under the hood,
which, we suppose, is a better place for a demon baby to be than scampering about willy-nilly,
wreaking havoc and tripping old ladies. The supercharged Harley F toes this line much more
gracefully than do Ford's past vehicles. Blower whine is present and accounted for but stays

muted until the driver toes deep into the pedal, at which point it is audible at levels befitting a
supercharged pickup. Those of us who enjoy a little deviance now and then found it delectable.
Like fine chocolate, though, that sweetness comes at a price. That amount nets the
aforementioned swarm of Harley-Davidson logos inside and out, inch wheels, and the
Harley-specific paint and interiorâ€”but not the blower. Certainly cheaper than buying a
Mustang and an F, and there are plenty of ways to spend that much money on a slower pickup.
But just the sameâ€” ouch! We do have one more nit to pick, or rather, two: the recently
introduced Foose F and the Saleen S Supercharged. Saleen builds the engine in the
Harley-Davidson, as well as the engine in its own truck. Ford's official line on the Foose is that
the engine isn't finalized yet, but the company doesn't have the money to waste developing a
different supercharged V-8 for low-volume trucks. Does the world really need three separate
supercharged Fs, two directly from Ford and all with the same engine? Ford has been pasting
Fs with spit-and-stick Harley-Davidson decals for nearly a decade now, but this is the first
blown Harley-Davidson F since , as the supercharged F has traditionally been a Lightning. The
absence of that truck leaves a huge more than pounds and horsepower hole in the current Ford
truck line. The truck got such a huge response from the Ford faithful that Ford execs started to
look around and say, "Hey, why don't we put a supercharged V-8 into the Harley-Davidson F?
The first thing we noticed about the "Fordley-Davidson" wasn't the engine. It was the color.
Aren't these things supposed to be black and orange? The Fbased Harley-Davidson truck a
separate model that is also available is still black and orange. Black with orange pinstriping is
still the default color for Harley Fs, but the moody metallic purple on our tester is new for
Orange pinstripes on a purple truck would be criminal, so silver is used instead. Smoked headand taillamps and shiny Harley badges tie things together. Then we noticed those big wheels.
Those sure are big, we thought, 22 inches big, in fact. Wrapped in some equally big Pirelli
Scorpion tires, those babies hang on for cornering speeds well beyond what the modestly
bolstered seats can handle. Pirelli can't take all the credit for the way the Harley handles.
Revised dampers cut body roll and sharpen the response without destroying the ride. The result
is a truck that changes direction much better than a nearly three-ton vehicle ought to, while
riding almost as softly as the last Lincoln we drove. Okay, confession: The last Lincoln we
drove was a Mark LT-an F with a whale-baleen-like Lincoln grille-but the point is that the ride is
pleasantly unchanged considering this truck's mission. Things inside are little changed as well.
The Harley gets a unique gauge cluster with itsy-bitsy teensy-weensy Harley-Davidson
badge-and-shield logos repeated over its surface like a wallpaper pattern. Those tiny logos also
cover the center-stack trim, and bigger Harley logos are pressed into the backs of the front
seats. The buckets in this truck fit its attitude perfectly. Covered in black aniline leather, the
seats should fit the Hog crowd nicely. Harley riders are supposed to be tough guys, big guys
sometimes with beer guts , the sort of people who usually have to sit on top of the restrictive
side bolsters in a sports car. No scrawny pencil necks here. Ford's seats for the Harley F bulge
slightly along the edges for additional lateral support but are still plenty wide for coddling
bigger folks in a way they aren't used to. The supercharged Harley-Davidson F gets its snort
from the same blown 5. That means the engine stays largely stock, with a Saleen-built
supercharger puffing in 5. And an indicated 9 mpg in our hands. We expected some serious
stampede-ability from those huffed horses, but we were a little let down. Ford's engineers claim
the supercharger is tuned for more subtle engagement, but we'd say it's too subtle. In the lower
part of second gear, the difference between half-throttle and full-throttle is indistinguishable.
The Fordley felt only marginally quicker than the Toyota Tundra we drove in our April pickup
comparo. With an extra 50 horsepower, we'd expect better, although that's in line with the 5.
Let's take a moment to talk blower whine. Blower whine is a distinctive mechanical inhalation
wail generated by a whirling supercharger. Most superchargers whine a little bit, others are
deafening. Who likes it? Who doesn't? Our staff, like any gaggle of gearheads, is split on the
matter. Some consider it obnoxious and unrefined; others see it as a novel and desirable
byproduct of stuffing compressed air into an engine. Most of us agree, however, that it must be
taken in moderation. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From First Drives. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get
it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. John Neff. Share 0 Comments. Based on the F

SuperCrew 4x2 configuration, the new Harley-Davison special differentiates itself from last
year's model in one area in particular: power. Last year's model ran with the standard 5. It
appears that the option for all-wheel drive that was touted so heavily on the model has been
sacrificed at the alter of more power, as well. That concept also had a supercharged 5. The
SEMA concept looked fierce wearing a set of GT wheels, though the Harley-Davison rolls on a
set of substantial inch chrome wheels with five split-spokes. We like the Harley-Davison's new
grille sporting six thin bars cast in chrome, and owners will have a choice of dressing their
truck in either ebony black or dark amethyst. Badging has been kept to a minimum with the
requisite Harley-Davison emblem on the front fenders, and "Harley Davison" written in 3D
chrome letters along the bedsides. The exterior is rather unadorned and minimalist, almost
stealth. There's no need to advertise you're driving a truck with horses underhood until
someone wants to find out for themselves at a stoplight. Follow the jump to read Ford's full
press-release, and check out the truck from every angle in our high-res gallery. Ford responds
to customer demand bringing F performance concept to market in eight months. Ford-Harley
co-branding partnership flourishes â€” with 60, pickups sold since Blacked-out headlamps and
a unique chrome billet grille give it a distinctive, bold front-end. The twin-screw supercharger is
the same style as the one in the Shelby GT A dual-stage water-to-air intercooler increases the
supercharger's efficiency and adds performance by cooling the intake air. The volume from the
exhaust is cranked up into a sustained growl. With more than , employees and more than plants
worldwide, the company's core and affiliated automotive brands include Ford, Jaguar , Land
Rover , Lincoln , Mercury, Volvo, Aston Martin and Mazda. The company provides financial
services through Ford Motor Credit Company. For more information regarding Ford's products,
please visit Harley-Davidson Motor Company produces heavyweight street, custom and touring
motorcycles and offers a complete line of motorcycle parts, accessories, apparel and general
merchandi
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